
  

 Warranty Bulletin 95-35 
Date: September 1995 
Section: 22 
Subject: Replacement of Condenser Fans - AURORA 
Application:  

Model VIN 
 

XL-45 coach Up to 2PCL33419T1025687 inclusively, except for 
2P9L33496S1001634, 2P9L33499S1001577 & 2P9L33493S1001574 

DESCRIPTION 

Subsequent to extensive high temperature tests, AURORA our condenser fan supplier, has determined 
that the fans presently used on the above mentioned vehicles' condenser are subject to overheating.  
Therefore, it is necessary to replace the existing fans with high temperature ones.  To replace existing 
fans, proceed as follows. 

MATERIAL 
Part No Description Qty 

373381P Fan assembly, including the following: 

- Fan (Qty=1; No. 871078) 

- Connector (Qty=1; No. 561566) 

- Seal (Qty=2; No. 561786) 

- Sleeve (Qty=2; No. 561568) 

4 

Note: Material can be obtained through regular channels. 

PROCEDURE 

Warning: Park vehicle safely, apply parking brake, stop engine and set main battery disconnect switch 
(use toggle switch inside main power compartment) to the "OFF" position prior to working on the vehicle. 

1. Open condenser compartment door. 
2. Disconnect one of the four (4) fan connectors (see figure 1), then cut the cable tie(s) securing it to wiring 

harness. 
3. Unscrew the six (6) screws retaining fan; remove fan and set aside both fan and screws. 

Note:  Do not discard fans, they will have to be returned to Prévost Car in order to get reimbursement. 

4. In place of removed fan, install a new fan assembly #373381P using the existing six (6) screws. 
5. Connect the fan's connector in place of removed one and attach it to wiring harness in a secure manner.  

Use cable ties, electrical tape or other. 
6. Redo steps 2 to 5 for the other three (3) fans, then close compartment door. 
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FIGURE 1: CONDENSER DOOR - INSIDE FACE  22098 

WARRANTY 
This modification is covered by the manufacturer's normal warranty. We will reimburse you the parts and 
one half hour (0.5) of labor upon receipt of the four existing fans and a completed A.F.A. form on which 
you must specify as per  "Warranty Bulletin 95-35". 

Expiration date: September 1996 
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